Unique To Birds
What characteristic is unique to birds?

Are BEAKS unique to birds?
Name two other animals that have beaks.

Are EGGs unique to birds?
Name two other animals that lay eggs.

Are WINGS unique to birds?
Name two other animals that have wings.

Is BIPEDALISM unique to birds?
Name one other animal that walks on two legs.

Are FEATHERS unique to birds?
Name one other animal that has feathers.

Is SONG unique to birds?
Name one other animal that sings to communicate.
Unique To Birds
What characteristic is unique to birds?

**BEAKS—NO**
Turtles and the duck-billed platypus also have beaks. What other animals have beaks?

**EGGS—NO**
Insects, amphibians, most reptiles, and fish also lay eggs. What other animals lay eggs? Which reptiles don’t lay eggs?

**WINGS—NO**
Bats and insects also have wings. Which birds do not fly?

**WALK ON 2 LEGS—NO**
Humans also walk on two legs. Are there any other animals that are bipedal?

**FEATHERS—YES!**
Birds are the only living animals with feathers.

**SONG—NO**
Whales also sing to communicate with each other & attract mates. What other animals use songs or sounds to communicate?